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Miami Waves 
November 22-24, 1985 
Miami-Dade Community College, WoUson 
Campus 

Guillermo Perez 

With roar and froth, Miami Waves washed 
upon the South Aorida shore a bounty of films, 
videos, and performance events. This experimental 
media festival organized by Marilyn Gottlieb
Roberts, featured classic and contemporary works, 
by turns resonant with powerful artistry and 
bubbling with fun. Showing major achievements 
or just playful exercises for the big and little 
screens, the forum succeeded in extending our field 
of vision and providing new perspectives on the 
familiar. 

The wealth of offerings at Miami Waves 
included tributes to Walter Gutman and Maya 
Deren, arranged by Bruce Posner, the avant-garde 
film curator. Also prominent were the efforts of 
various younger artists, spotlighted by Nancy 
Yasecko in a Southeastern U.S. film and video 
survey. Interesting thematic categories arose ·from 
this programming. Many of the works related to 
gender and region, with these concerns as subject 
matter or at least as an influence on artistic 
conception. 

Salient in the festival, the Walter Gutman 
retrospective revealed his infatuation with 
breathtakingly strong yet graceful women. The 
exploration of this special attraction, from ideal to 
crude physical realities, has become the central 
concern in the work of this octogenarian with an 
established name as a writer, painter, and 
filmmaker. His typical method of cinematic 
expression seems especially well-suited to this 
preoccupation with accompanying screen images 
that pulsate with an assertive physicality, a good-
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A still of Charles Recher's MOVE IT, a performance piece using Super Bmm loops of driver and passenger moving down the street as 
the driver motions and shouts repeatedly, "Move it. Get out of the way!" (Photo by David Audet) 

humored, casual commentary (often punctuated by 
Gutman's coughs) and rambles through 
philosophy, mythology, history, and personal 
anecdotes. Thus, the forcefully corporeal is 
endowed with spirituality through verbal 
perambulations. In Circus Girls, the feats of 
animal riders and acrobats illustrate meditations 
on the magic of feminine strength and beauty. 
Clothed in Muscle focuses on body-builder Claudia 
Wilbourn in an attempt to reveal what Gutman 
finds so seductive and nurturing about his favorite 

type of woman-one, in this case, who dominates 
the screen with the undulating sculpture of her 
amazing muscularity. In The Grape Dealer's 
Daughter, the quest for an ideal woman, the best
suited protagonist for a film, leads to a Dionysian 
revelry cushioned by reflections on the American 
character, relations between the sexes (especially at 
disparate ages), and the myth of Bacchus and his 
solicitous nymphs. Throughout these cinematic 
essays, the meditative balances out the prurient. 

Whereas Gutman embraces his ideal female as a 
source of personal and artistic inspiration, a guide 
toward knowledge, George Kuchar, another 
festival contributor, always seems to be thrown 
comically off-center by women. He often turns 
them into ridiculously neurotic and lascivious 
figures in his satires on erotic longing, 
sentimentality, and melodramatic affairs. However 
one may feel about his hyperbolic portrayal of 
women-and feminists understandably rage against 
it-the raunchy humor should act as a valve to 
release much furor. Hold Me While I'm Naked 
offers a prime example of Kuchar's wacky concern 
with sexuality; here, he juxtaposes a world replete 
with eroticism to the passion-starved existence of a 
pornographic filmmaker. It is true that he presents 
voluptuous females as icons of titillation and 
emotional turmoil, but his mockery is really non
discriminatory as it targets even Kuchar's Sc:reen 
persona with all his laughingly pathetic 
frustrations. 

A still from Glenn Terry's KULTURE VULTURES. (Photo by David Audet.) 

ON THE COVER: Detail from David Audet's 
and Glenn Terry's VULTURE KULTURE 
PARADE celebrating the annual migration of 
turkey vultures from Hinckley, Ohio to their 
winter roost on the Miami Court House. (Photo 
by David Audet) 



A still from Lee Sokol's film AQUI SE LO HALLA (HERE YOU WILL FIND IT). 

paradise is shattered by the reality of current 
overdevelopment. In Dead Mollusks at the 28th 
Latitude, William Brown (Georgia) seems to 
respond to the aforementioned works by capturing 
the remaining facets of the endemic land-and
seascapes; with its panoramas of beaches, forests, 
and marine life, his film luxuriates in the rich 
subtropical nature. 

Miami Waves further included works that were 
primarily ex_periments in media techniques: Joni 
Varner's (North Carolina) Answer, explorations of 
the abstract; Poppycock by Michael Ferguson and 
Marty Vermillion (South Carolina); and cinematic 
diaries-Gordon Ball's (Virginia) Father Movie and 

· Mexican ]ail Footage. Among the longer films, 
Futuropolis ranked high as a hilarious mixture of 
fluid animation and slapstick live action; in this 
spaced-out sci-fi odyssey by Steve Segal and Phil 
Trumbo, (Virginia) the threat of a mutation ray 
gun allows for delightful visual trickery and leads 
to a mental showdown that parodies the history of 
hero and villain encounters in the movies. At the 

_ 9ther end of the atmospheric spectrum, James 
Herbert's (Georgia) Cantico flew through the life 
of St. Francis of Assisi, in an imagistic sweep 
through the dark night of the soul, revelations in 
the wilderness, and spiritual ascension. 

The exhibitions at the festival were initiated by 
a sandcastle building ceremony at the beach and a 
parade through downtown Miami. These events 
introduced the comic motif of the turkey buzzards' 

Providing a salutary counterpoise to these views impetus. For instance, the videos by Steve Roszell yearly return to roost atop the Dade County 
by men who portray women as magical creatures (Kentucky) employ multiple perspectives, as voices courthouse. On the last night, the multimedia 
or as ploys for farce, a number of engaging works rich in southern inflections and idiom paint dance piece, Yeah, but Paradise, by Celeste Miller 
by women were also offered in Miami Waves. pictures of extraordinary characters and situations. and collaborators (dancers Jean Schultz and Sarah 
Sometimes these dealt directly with questions of Writing in Water reaffirms the cohesiveness of the Strickland, poet Jerry Cullum, and composer Dave 
gender, as in the case of Heather McAdams' family and the community after they're threatened KI.imc~ak) drew parallels between the s~uthward 
Holiday Magic and Fake Preview, which send up by a disruptive outsider. Other Prisoners presents m1grati~n of th~ vultures ~nd t~e Amen~an search 
concepts o~feminine beauty- and-domestie'-------views-oHife-behind-barsand-of--one-inmate- in---- lor an--tdeaLsettn:tg._Ce.rtainl¥r-it-t-he-arn-val ~f,___ __ 
behavior. And, there was Carolee Schneemann's particular who could be the model for any number these birds augurs occasions like Miam~ Waves -
Fuses, with its frank depictions of the dynamics of of archetypal misfits in southern literature. Both at least the cultural scene down here wdl grow 
love-making. What Is A Man? by Sara Kathryn videos offer colorful testimonies and vignettes that ~u~h closer to heav~n. This artistic forum, 
Arledge poked fun at generic definitions through involving the influential surroundings. ?ow ~~ 1ts fourth. year, wdl a~ways be wel~ome as 
absurdist scenes including males playing out On film, more regional concerns arose in Jan 1t contmues to stimulate our mtellect and tickle 
dominant roles-as teachers, as psychiatrists-yet Millsapps' (South Carolina) Folly Beach Journal our fancy· 
babbling nonsense. As a very intimate reaction to the erosion of the For more information, contact Marylin Gottlieb-

The presence of women in the festival, however, southern shoreline, the work is haunted by traces, Roberts, Miami-Dade Community College, 
was important beyond direct considerations of negatives and outlines of the coast, juxtaposed to W~lfs~n Campus, 300 N.E. Second Avenue, 
their position in society. In delightful evidence, nostalgic postcards. The dramatic clash of ocean Miami, FL 33132-2297. 
there were more purely aesthetic compositions that and sand comes to represent the loss not only of ,--------------------. 
revealed the sensibilities of female artists. A land but also of halcyon innocence. On video, Guillermo Perez is a professor at The 
noteworthy example could be found in Lee Sokol's Larry Hawks (Florida) picks up a similar theme Language Institute of Miami-Dade Community 
Aqui Se Lo Halla, (Here You Will Find It) which with his Strangler Fig; here, the dream of a Florida College in Miami, Florida. 
links views of prestidigitation, bullfighting, and the 
peek-a-boo caresses of a veil; these scenes connect 
through color and movement, forming a visual 
discourse on the nature of suspense. Sokol's film 
ties in with the work of women pioneers also 
shown at the festival. Mary Ellen Bute stood out 
for her technological advancements and poetic 
association of shapes and tones, all achieved 
around mid-century. Also well-represented was 
Maya Deren, who became throughout the 40's and 
SO's an indefatigable pursuer of the lyrically avant
garde and a maker of groundbreaking 
documentaries. The latter turned into her life's 
work as she blended anthropology and 
choreographic artistry in explorations of Haitian 
voodoo ceremonies. Still, Meshes of the 
Afternoon, made in 1943, emerged as a masterful 
film in her poetic mode. It deals with the 
undercurrents of a passionate relationship at a 
critical point, tracing a woman's visit to an empty 
house, her reverie, and turmoil that leads to her 
suicide. The impact of the film lies in its 
spellbinding structure with a circular development 
and concatenation of images: stairs, knife, hooded 
figure, blood. 

In conjunction with these films by and about 
women, Miami Waves provided an opportunity to 
see films within a regional framework. This 
allowed us not only to find out about the state of 
video and cinema in the Southeast, but also 
showed how the area serves as a fruit~ creative A still from Steve Segal and Phil Trumbo's film FUTUROPOUS. 
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Writing In Water 
Linda Dubler 

WRITING IN WATER. Stephen Roszell. 1984. 3/." 

Video. Color. Sound. 28m; · 

Growing up in the urban sprawl of New York 
City suburbs and coming of age in the late sixties 
did something to the way I think about the 
country. Rousseau's dichotomy of natural man and 
civilized man, the whole cultural baggage of 
Romanticism has seeped through Western thinking 
for centuries. But back when I was a hippie
learning teen, moving to the country was an act 
suffused with political and spiritual implications -
things were "realer" down on the farm. Sans a 
multitude of urban diversions, folks got down to 
basics, got in touch with what truly mattered. I 
never tested the fantasy beyond a couple of 
Woodstock weekends and a summer spent working 
at a chamber music festival in Vermont, but age 
and good sense have dimmed that idiot idealism. 
Still, a shred of romanticism remains, a clinging 
belief that outside metropolis, life is somehow 
simpler, less prone to value-blurring chaos. 

Stephen Roszell puts to rest that myth in a 
spellbinding video document, Writing In Water. I 
say document rather than documentary because 
Roszell's work is closer to unembellished, straight 
talkin' poetry than the preach-and-teach 
conventionality we associate with the genre. Set in 
central Kentucky, the 28 minute videotape 
examines how two families, the Glasscocks and 
their neighbors, the Wilsons, dealt with a middle
aged friend's psychological breakdown. The crisis 
happened in 1977 (the tape is dated 1984), and is 
recounted in remarkable detail by Jimmy 
Glasscock, his wife Bobby, their teen-aged sons 
Jim D. and Bill, and the Wilsons - Clyde, T ootie, 
and Marjie. Their stories are interwoven into a 
flowing narrative that escalates in complexity and 
strangeness as the tape progresses. 

The work opens with a disclaimer of sorts, a 
statement from the maker that "the following is 
not intended as a representation of fact, though 
the events recounted have been established as true 
to the best of my knowledge." Paired with the 
piece's cryptic title, we're off to a start that 
acknowledges the slippery nature of documentary 
"truth" and the subjectivity of both memory and 
the video-making process. Roszell's elegantly 
simple visual style echoes this theme, alternating 
long-shots of the rolling Kentucky hills with 
probing, portrait-like close-ups of the story-tellers. 
The contrast suggests a push/pull between 
perspective-giving distance and introspective 
depth, as well as the dichotomy of sunny pastoral 
landscape and inner darkness and turmoil. 

What the Glasscocks and Wilsons remember is 
an unnerving week that began when Dick Body, 
an old buddy of both Clyde and Jimmy, showed 
up at Clyde's door. Down on his luck, reeling 
from a busted up marriage and some bad business 
deals, Dick needed a place to retreat. During his 
brief stay, before he moved on to the Glasscocks, 
Tootie, Clyde's 60ish wife, and Marjie, his 
daughter, witnessed some rather peculiar behavior. 
Their guest bathed fully clothed, wrote incessantly, 
mumbling to himself as he scribbled, and confided 
to the ladies that the Mafia was after him. 

Bobby Glasscock admits she wasn't keen on 
having Dick take up residence in her neat white 
house, and the kids sensed something was wrong 
from the start . But it wasn't until Jimmy found his 

A still from Stephen Roszell's videotape WRITING IN WATER. 

pal drinking Lavoris out of beer bottles that he 
was ready to admit Dick might not be playing 
with a full deck. Roszell tapes his speakers in their 
element - Jimmy standing by his truck, Bobby 
seated in her kitchen or on the living room couch 
- and we sense their individuality as much as 
their place in the family unit. But the startling 
thing that bridges all their accounts is an 
adherence to observation - they · all talk about 
what Dick did, with little reference to how he felt. 
Jimmy speculates that Dick's reason for buying a 
miserably rotted excuse for a boat was that he 
remembered the Ohio river, where he was raised, 
and dreamed of being a riverboat captain. It's an 
extravagant vision for such a pragmatic man, 
reflecting how deeply Jimmy wanted to believe in 
his friend. 

Dick wore out his welcome when he started 
taking pot shots with a pearl-handled Derringer; 
the night he walked off with the pistol tucked into 
his waistband and Jim D. in tow, Bobby acceded 
to pressure from neighbors and called in the law. 
Cornered by a serious deputy, Dick went 
peacefully to jail; there he proceeded to destroy 
his cell's commode. His appearance in court was 
alarming - ears stuffed with toilet paper, pants 
on inside out and backwards, but the judge who 
found him guilty of illegal possession of a fire
arm, only warned him not to return to the county 
for a year. 

Neither the Glasscocks nor the Wilsons show 
any conscious understanding of psychology, 
though Jimmy recalls informing Dick that he didn't 
need bail money, he needed help. Marjie says flat 
out that her only thought was to- "get him back to 
Dayton, where he belonged." (I wonder how they 
felt about that in Dayton.) Judging from the trial's 
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outcome, the fact that Dick was a personality in 
the throws of disintegration was of peripheral 
interest, if at all. The obvious temptation, then, 
for audiences with even a passing acquaintance of 
psychiatric thought, is to distance themselves from 
these "simple backwoods" types. But given a 
moment of honest introspection, they'll realize 
that, faced with a similar situation, they'd behave 
in much the same fashion. Knowledge, in this 
case, is not freedom. It doesn't matter whether we 
know what to call it - when chaos arrives it tests 
everyone in its path. 

Writing In Water doesn't conform to 
conventional portrayals of madness - it's not 
pumped up with Psycho suspense, and it digs 
deeper than action news - but it shares some 
quality with each, confronting us with both the 
horror and fascination of aberrant behavior. As 
real as stories get, Writing In Water taps into a 
universal ambivalence about losing control and 
eloquently explores the delicate balance between 
altruism and self-preservation that marks the 
boundaries of family and community. 

Stephen Roszell's video documentary Writing In 
Water recently won First Prize for 
Autobiographical/Biographical Documentary at the 
1985 Athens International Film Festival and First 
Prize in the 1985 Great Lakes Film and Video 
Festival. 

For information, contact Steve Roszell, College 
of Arts & Sciences, Spaulding University, 851 S. 
4th St., Louisville, KY 40203 

Linda Dubler is a film and video critic living 
in Atlanta. 
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Filnts By Joan Strontnter 

George Lellis 

FATHER. Joan Strommer. 1982. 16mm. B/W. 
Sound. 15m. UTTERANCES. Joan Strommer. 
1984. 16mm. Color. Sound. 15m. 

Strommer's first film in color, Utterances often 
seems far more concerned with assembling its 
materials for their rhythm and color than in 
making fully dear whatever thematic significance 
they may have. The film suggests a move from 
Father toward a far more detached, less personal 
stance. 

Joan Strommer's two most recent short films, It is tempting to see Strommer as a metaphoric 
Father (1982) and Utterances (1984), are highly granddaughter of Maya Deren, for although her 
intelligent, densely constructed works that directly films are structured differently from Deren's, she 
demonstrate some of the ways in which the shares with the earlier filmmaker a tendency to 
experimental filmmaker of the 1980's, like artists in combine intensely personal imagery with formal 
almost all the other media, can be both inspired experimentation. Deren's legacy is far more evident 
and burdened by the traditions of modernism that in modem media than may immediately be 
have gone before us in the twentieth century. apparent. As a teacher of film who regularly 
Father and Utterances explore a full range of shows students Meshes of the Afternoon, I have 
cinematic tactics used by both recent and not-so- been struck by how increasingly familiar its visual 
recent avant-garde filmmakers. Strommer dearly qualities are to students. Meshes of the Afternoon 
knows and responds in her work to the traditions has all the elements of a music video except rock 
of the Trance film, the autobiographical film, the and roll; dream-like imagery featuring eroticism 
so-called structural cinema movement, and the and violence, arbitrary manipulations of time and 
Dziga-Vertov editing exercise. At their best, her space, a bit of flashy camera work and special 
works synthesize these lines of development to effects, and a lead artist who in effect guides the 
provide for some vigorous recombination of audience through the song. Meshes of the 
elements of what one might call the experimental Afternoon has become mainstream. 
film gene pool. Despite ·her success at finding a Strommer picks up on somewhat different 
tone and style of her own, however, Strommer's qualities from Deren's work than does MTV, and 
work occasionally borders on an uncomfortable Utterances is indeed far more satisfying for its 
academicism. She shares with other post-modem manipulation of banal, everyday images than for 
artists a certain self-consciousness that may be its moments of exoticism or drama. Yet as with 
impossible to avoid, and which produces works of MTV, a lot of the forward thrust of Strommer's 
calculation rather than spontaneity. films comes as much from · their musical scores as 

Of the two works, Father, is the more from the images themselves. Both Father and 
thematically direct, communicating a sense of Utterances represent significant and ambitious 
loving remembrance of the filmmaker's deceased collaborations with composers, for which every 
father, John Strommer_---Ihe-lS..minute-mcwie- ,..,----....,.,·omem-uHilm harits---mmt~companimenf:" In 
begins with a slowed-down rephotographing of a both scores there are atonal, sometimes dissonant 
home movie of her father posing with a huge, passages, frequent percussive effects, and an ever-
long, thin fish. The fisherman shows off the fish present obtrusiveness that cannot be other than 
he has caught, fondling it in a way that is both deliberate. If this viewer prefers William Kidd's 
completely innocent and erotically charged. From music for Father to Allan Blank's score for 
this point of departure, Strommer explores sets of Utterances, it is because the former has a spare 
images that the viewer cannot help but start shrillness that plays against the serenity of most of 
classifying into categories of "masculine" and Strommer's images. The latter, perhaps because it 
"feminine." A big, furry bear; a fishing lure is much more lushly orchestrated, sounds more 
covered with large hooks; thorny, leafless bushes; like conventional, programmatic film music. 
a muscular man's naked back; all suggest a Blank's score on some occasions smooths over 
disquieting maleness. By contrast, images of rather than emphasizes the provocative ambiguities 
flowers and plants, a gentle-looking white cat, a 
delicate bird perched on a little girl's head, 
children playing or making music on a violin, 
together suggest traditional associations with 
mother, the home, and the security that goes with 
them. These male and female worlds merge in the 
repeated image of a man's hand holding an egg
shaped stone to the sky and passing it to a 
woman. The stone, presumably masculine in its 
hardness and feminine in its shape, may well . 
describe the symbolic passing from father to 
daughter of an appealing combination of both 
genders' traits. Yet in one shot of this stone, the 
father lets it get washed away ~y the ocean; in 
another, the daughter drops it. This idealized 
merger of masculine and feminine becomes 
uncertain, tentative, elusive. 

Utterances is by contrast a far more formalist 
work, one whose images seem as much to refer 
self-reflexively to the film apparatus as to specific 
content outside the filmmaking process. Strommer 
repeatedly returns to window-like visual motifs: a 
baby, held back on a bed by the hands of an 
adult, tries excitedly to crawl towards an open 
window; a zoo visitor watches polar bears diving 
and swimming underwater through the glass of a 
tank; a group of seagulls hovers around a car 
windshield, the camera photographing them from 
inside. In every case, framed images entice, 
entertain, or threaten a viewer who is in some 
way apart, contained in safety. Other images 
contrast stillness and motion, as in a frozen 
waterfall intercut with one in springtime. As A still from joan Strommer's film UTTERANCES. 

in the images; at other times it seems redundantly 
to repeat a mood or tone the image has already 
established, as in a shot of a beluga whale 
surfacing in the water that is reinforced by archly 
playful notes. 

What Strommer is attempting in both movies is 
commendably sophisticated, for the result in 
Father and Utterances is a kind of audio-visual 
polyphany, whereby musical sound and musically 
structured images (and in the case of Utterances, 
natural sound as well) form separate threads, 
complementing and reinforcing one another as 
they interweave. Strommer's images are best 
understood as functioning like musical themes. The 
filmmaker introduces visual motifs, repeats them, 
varies them, juxtaposes them with one another, 
leaves them and returns to them, so that the 
resultant film develops both linearly through time 
and with internal cycles of repetition and · 
variation. Consider, for example, her use of six 
photographs in Father, including a portrait of her 
father in the military service, a similar one of her 
parents together, a family snapshot, and a picture 
of her father again displaying two fish. We see the 
photographs several times during the film-at the 
beginning right after the introductory footage, in 
the middle, and finally just before the end. For our 
first viewing, the sequence of photos looks 
chronological and in effect follows the family's 
history, with the final shot presumably one of 
Strommer with her parents at her graduation. A 
few minutes later, we see only the portrait of her 
parents together; still later, we see the first five 
pictures, so that the lack of the sixth creates a 
tone of irresolution. In the final repetition, 
nowever, tne order of the-si)(""pfiotogra:Phs is -
juggled, and unlike the other appearances of them, 
which have been photographed at a zoo with a 
bear in the background, this time we see them 
held up against a bed of irises. Like all the visual 

, elements in the film, the photographs are 
introduced, varied, given new contexts. After the 
final shot of photographs, Strommer immediately 
concludes Father with the rephotographed footage 
that opened it, this time enlarging the image to fill 
the whole screen; it is another repetition and 
variation, a prelude repeated as a coda. 

Strommer' s art is thus one based on editing, and 



·A still from Joan Strommer's film UTTERANCES. 

it is here that her work links itself to the 
Vertovian branch of the avant-grade. Her images 
are usually simple in themselves, and often contain 
no camera movement, but their force comes from 
the way in which she edits them for both thematic 
and formal comparison and contrast. Utterances 
sets up a network of associations among the 
images it presents, associations based on thematic 
content (the icy, snow-covered waterfall picks up 
the earlier image of a gingerbread house 
surrounded by cotton snow), color (a woman in a 
red snow suit contrasts to a man with a sunburnt 
back), direction of movement (the flow of a river 
is echoed in the movement of airborne seeds 
floating behind the silhouetted figure of a woman), 
visual similarity (the splash of a waterfall ties 
together with the splash of waves on a beach), or, 
as some of the examples above would indicate, 
several of these elements together. 

Strommer's film heritage, then, is not that of the 
anti-art Dada and surrealist experimental film, but 
rather those lines associated in part with Vertov 
but especially with the French impressionists of the 
1920's. One can only think of Maya Deren's 
affection for Germaine Dulac and Deren's 
disclaimer that she herself was not a surrealist, but 
rather that she intended her films as art, as 
formalist experiments, manipulations of the 
elements of light, shape and movement. From all 
evidence, Strommer embraces the ideal of art, of 
music as the most ideally pure of art forms, and 
of the perfect film being one that is musically 
structured. 

One visual motif that runs through both films, 
and especially through Father, is that of the hand, 
presumably that of the filmmaker, reaching from 
behind the camera to in some way touch the 
object in front of it. In Father, such objects are 
flowers, bushes, the egg-shaped stone, a statue of 
naked lovers, or, in what becomes a subtly 
climatic variation on this image, the bare shoulder 
of the man we have seen previously. In Utterances 
these objects include a baby's footprints made in 
purple ink on a piece of paper, some red gum 
drops on white snow, or, once again, flowers. The 
reference may not be conscious, but the image 
recalls that of Deren herself picking up the paper 
flower in Meshes of the Afternoon. 

The effect of these intervening hands is peculi~, 
for while the image seems to encourage a sense of 
participation and involvement on the part of the 

viewer, the result may well be the opposite. By 
allowing the filmmaker herself to touch, to possess 
the often admired object, Strommer reinforces our 
sense of separation from the image. It is her flower 
bed, her stone, her thorn bush, not ours. To 
material that might otherwise have strong elements 
of subjectivity or even psychodrama, Strommer 
adds a new, formalist element: she simultaneously 
reinforces and undercuts our sense of identification 
with what we see. We constantly switch from 
being part of the drama, as it were, to being 
outside it, as onlookers. Combined with the 
window-like motifs mentioned earlier, this element 
of Utterances turns the film into a game of 
alternating engagement and detachment. The film 
multiplies images of people looking-the baby, the 

A still from loan Strommer's film FATHER. 

zoo visitor, the male juggler whose sunburnt back 
is turned to the audience, the woman near the end 
who looks out into the fog- and makes us aware 
of our own patterns of looking. Utterances adds to 
Strommer's work a whole discourse about looking 
at, seeing and identifying with the objects around 
her. The film is about, in part, our very process of 
perceiving it. 

Although experimental by the standards of the 
commercial cinema, Strommer's filmmaking has a 
basic conservatism to it. She would seem to 
believe in the elaborately crafted object of beauty 
and values attention to detail. As suggested by her 
choice of music, she measures film art at least in 
part against the more institutionalized standards of 
fine music. The self-referentiality of Utterances 
becomes less a device to subvert standard film 
practice than simply one more formal element in 
the film's array of images. The underlying tone of 
both films is one of contemplation, acceptance of 
and adjustment to the surrounding world. 
Strommer's films are works of rigor, sensitivity 
and erudition rather than passion and spontaneity. 
Like works of difficult music, they become far 
richer and offer more rewards upon repeated 
viewings and listenings. They are far too 
intelligent to be dismissed as empty academicism, 
but they have a certain stiffness and self
consciousness that are nonetheless problematic, 
and suggest the extent to which experimental 
filmmakers are facing the same kinds of post-

. modernist dead ends that have been confronting 
painters, composers and poets. For a generation of 
filmmakers who would have been exposed to 
Dziga Vertov, Maya Deren and Michael Snow in 
the college classroom, the problem is constant: 
how does one avoid the creation of an 
institutionalized, unrebellious, concert-hall avant
garde that extends the tradition of something that 
was never meant to be traditional? 

For information, contact Joan Strommer, 
Virginia Commonwealth University, Photography 
Department, 325 N. Harrison St., Richmond, VA 
23284. 

George Lellis is Associate Professor of 
Communications at Coker College in Hartsville, 
South Carolina. 
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Sunny Side Of Life 

Stephen Roszell 

SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE. An APPALSHOP 
Production. Anthony Slone, Scott Faulkner and 
Errol Wright. 1985. 16mm. Color. Sound. 56m. 

Sunny Side Of Life is about many things:
families, mountain culture and music, and the 
Carter Family - the sires of modern country 
music. In the first quarter of the century, A.P. 
Carter, wife Sara, and sister-in-law Maybelle made 
up the trio whose palpably awkward voices and 
zither I guitar accompaniment created the model for 

· old-time music. A.P. was a collector and arranger 
of mountain songs - much as these directors are 
collectors - and his daughter says, "Without him, 
songs would've vanished like the wind ablowin' 
the leaves away." The family members were 
regulars on the half-million watt border stations 
that broadcast like Mexican supernova, sending 
their voices into every home in the hemisphere. 
Sara and A.P. divorced in 1939, and Maybelle 
took her girls to Nashville to begin a lineage 
including daughter June Carter, her husband 
Johnny Cash, and their kids Carlene Carter and 
Rosanne Cash. 

A.P. and Sara had established their own line, 
but Janette and Joe didn't follow their cousins to 
Nashville - Janette has a certain note in her voice 
when she says, "They worked down there in that 
big city and they were famous." Instead, they 
stayed in the Virginia mountains to nurse A.P. in 
his dying years. Janette promised to carry on his 
work, and so established the Carter Family Fold in 
1974, a weekly music revue dedicated to Old-Time 
music. 

This film portrays the Appalachian family 
through the story of this Grand Ole Opry way up 
in the hills. It opens with a mother brushing her 
girl's hair as the two sing a mountain ballad of 
love and murder. Then the family heads for the 
show at the Family Fold. "Where we go, we take 
our kids," Mother says, 'We always have and we 
probably always will." Inside the Family Fold, the 
daughter dances a lively step, surrounded by a sea 
of others from age ten to ninety. This co-mingling 
of generations, strange as it is to the city-bred, is 
the building block of the southern family - a 
culture draped seamlessly across the generations. 
Revealing this face of Appalachian culture is what 
the film does best, bringing to those from other 
parts of the world a distillation of mountain spirit 

- the landscape, faces, and rhythms of voice and 
music. 

This is a great musical work, with appearances 
by some of the best: among them the Red Clay 
Ramblers' elastic and sweet harmonies on Daniel 
Prayed, and the Griffin Family singing A.P.'s 
hilarious (That Aggravating Beauty) Lula Wall. 
One of-the musicians-gives- Janette Carter her well
deserved due for bringing all this talent together 
under her roof, and we are fortunate to be along. 

Janette herself is atypical, a mountain 
entrepreneur and a woman "doing men's work." 
Son Dale recalls his reaction to her plans for the 
revue: 'Well, sure Mom, that'll be something for 
you to do." Later, she and Joe, too, briefly tip-toe 
around the notion that they're just trying to make 
a buck off their parents. You can tell it has come 
up in the past, and Joe says defensively, "We just 
wanted to cut our mark on the world like our 
parents." Children living in the shadow of 
successful parents and cousins is a potent theme, 
and there's an imbalance here waiting to be 
resolved. This theme would have been quite 
moving had it been fully explored. 

Character is not the film's strong suit - lifestyle 
is stressed instead. Janette says her customers have 
"lived this music," beginning a musical montage of 
farmers working mules, and happy people waving 
from doorways. To a schoolchild from the city, 
this 'snap-shot' presents something new and 
magical, but to many these images are by now 
familiar. I know the ways of life in the country -
I want to learn more about the individuals toiling 
under them. 

Like most Appalshop films, Sunny Side Of Life 
records a culture some justifiably fear is passing. It 
strives foremost to trace the grain of mountain 
culture's veneer, which rests, like any culture, atop 
the deeper wood of universal human drama. So 
the characters are by nature archetypal mountain 
people first, and individuals possessed by 
ambiguity second. Though Appalachia is a 
powerful landscape, setting is to me only the icing 
on the cake. There are all kinds of terrain for a 
tear to cross when it leaves any given eye, but it's 
the tear itself, man's individual struggle, that 
makes great cinema. 

And the Carter's story could've fulfilled both 
goals. In it innocents wrestle with fame, and there 
is loss along the way. After their divorce, Sara 
goes to California and A.P. retires to the hills with 
his grown-up kids. WWII urbanization hands the 
country music sceptre to honky tonk, and city and 

country cousins are left staring over the hills at 
each other when Maybelle's family moves to 
Nashville. A.P. dies in 1960 just before Sara and 
Maybelle are triumphantly reunited. Years later, 
Janette and Joe open the Carter Family Fold in the 
Virginia hills - a living reminiscence to time past. 

This is the southern family saga, where children 
either leave, or stay behind and watch the dust 
settle, and the Carter legend hovers palpably over 
everything else in the film. But the filmmakers 
seem to have fought it, laying the story to rest in 
the first half of the film rather than using this 
family's resonate struggles as a way to depict the 
mountain world. They push instead for a macro 
view, and the flaw in their intentions shines in 
setting side-by-side the best and worst scenes in 
the film. 

Both are very capably edited musical montages 
focusing on death. The first comes at the film's · 
center, and acts as poetic eulogy to the original 
Carter family. At the first Carter Family Festival, 
Janette tearily introduces "the two most beautiful 
women in the world." Sara and Maybelle flicker 
eerily in this archival black and white video from 
the seventies - time is on their faces, and 
Maybelle, foreboding in black, commences 
Gathering the Shells from the Seashore in a husky 
voice. A color photo later reveals her shroudlike 
dress to have been green chiffon - the medium 
distorts to create its own metaphor. Old family 
photos are juxtaposed over the lyrics, "No more 
shells we will gather ... " This is a sad, tender 
scene, beautiful and by far the best. 

Its opposite is the film's climax. As in the first, 
Janette is making an announcement from the stage. 
Again she's teary-;-and she announces the death of 
a fellow named Beachard, "who couldn't be with 
us this year ... " It's unclear who this is until shown 
a picture of the fiddler for the Home Folk's, one of 
several bands in the film. There is nothing to feel 
for this peripheral character, a fellow never heard 
to speak. Yet his funeral, comprising several songs 
set to images of him walking in his tobacco fields 
and laying in his casket, is made the film's climax. 
Drama cannot be summoned by merely showing a 
man, any man, pass from his land - one must be 
offered knowledge of his life, as with A.P. Carter, 
for its end to be poignant. The death of the 
stranger Beachard is a pale surrogate for A.P.'s, 
and it's too late, after his demise, to create tragedy 
by showing the man cut tobacco. He sing-songs in 
one of the shots making up his eulogy, 'They're 
gonna put me in the movies, gonna make a big 
star out a me, all I gotta do is act naturally." But 
capturing true significance in life is not that 
simple. 

Sunny Side of Life is extremely good at what it 
sets out to do, evoking a beautiful world which is 

· fading from view. There is gaiety, song, and a 
sense of place. Wendall Berry says in his story The 
Wild Birds, "We think of the fields, where all we 
know of them lies over them, taking their shape 
like the fallen snow." It is knowledge of people 
that imbues Berry's land with power, whereas here 
we are shown figures in a field, and without 
character can discern nothing from them. 

For information, contact Anthony Slone, 
APPALSHOP, 306 Madison St., Whitesburg, Ky. 
41858 

Stephen Roszell is an independent video 
documentarian and Artist-in-Residence with the 
Kentucky Arts Council in Louisville, Kentucky. His 
work includes Writing in Water, a rural family's 
intertwined remembrances of a past brush with 
insanity, and Other Prisoners, a work-in-progress 
collection of anecdotes and thoughts from prison 
guards and inmates. 



The History Of Vaudeville 
Carol Ward 

THE HISTORY OF VAUDEVILLE. Stewart Lippe. 
1985. 16mm. Color and B/W. Sound. 30m. 

VAUDEVILLE, n., 1. a. Stage entertainment, 
especially popular in the early 20th century, 
offering a variety of short acts such as slapstick 
turns, song-and-dance routines, juggling 
performances, animal acts, and impersonations. 

What Webster does not tell us, and Stewart 
Lippe's clever short documentary The History of 
Vaudeville does, is that although this sort of stage 
entertainment more-or-less died in the thirties 
vaudeville survives, reincarnated in many of ~ur 
present day popular entertainments. The obvious 
heir to vaudeville's spirit and variety is movies. 
The thirty-minute documentary consciously 
parallels the demise of vaudeville with the 
emergence of movie art at the tum of the century. 
Short moving pictures were first used as "chasers" 
to usher in new audiences at the beginning of each 
new vaudeville program. As movies grew in 
popularity, requiring their own theaters 
(nickelodeons) and grew in length, the vaudeville 
theaters and programs declined, until the financial 
feasibility of films over live theater nailed the 
coffin shut on an especially popular American 
theatrical tradition. 

But if this were the only story the film had to 
tell, it would be a gloomy dirge instead of the 
spritely entertainment that it actually is. The film 
is not an obituary but a celebration of the energy 
and adaptability of show business. What the film 
implies (and could stress more forcefully) is that 
vaudeville has infiltrated our other modes of 
entertainment throughout this century and thus 
lives on today. Early silent films (and later the 
talkies) drew inspiration from the vaudeville 
routines, especially slapstick comedy and musical 
comedy films. Lippe's documentary shows Buster 
Keaton, W.C. Fields, and AI ]olson transferring 
their vaudeville careers onto celluloid, but many 
of our other favorite stars (Mae West, James 
Cagney, the Marx Brothers, Bob Hope, etc.) also 
grew up on vaudeville stages. 

The vaudeville players who did not make the 
transition to movies, however, still influenced our 

A still from Stewart Lippe's film THE HISTORY OF VAUDEVILLE. 

entertainment tastes in radio, nightclub routines, 
USO-type touring shows, and most importantly, 
television. In fact, as one of Lippe's subjects 
suggests, the whole format of today's prime-time 
televisbn schedule reflects the ideal of vaudeville 
variety as programming departments alternate such 
shows as sports, music, comedy sketches, and 
dancing. Switching from channel to channel on 
any given night on a cable system confirms the 
survivability of the vaudeville potpourri ideal (a 
character in the film defines vaudeville simply as 
"variety"). "Mr. Television", Milton Berle, and, of 
course, Ed Sullivan are shown as the key links 
between TV and the vaudeville tradition. 

Lippe reveals his provocative portrait of 
vaudeville's history of survival through the 
reminders of that era-human and celluloid 
survivors. We are allowed privileged glimpses of 
that vanished stage tradition in sometimes 
scratched and faded but humorous and haunting 
film clips from tum of the century Edison 
Kinetoscope subjects (as well as from later 
Hollywood film and television extracts). Lippe's 
research into the motion picture archives of the 
Library of Congress has yielded invaluable footage 
of those early routines: midget musclemen flexing 
for the camera; a seal in a sombrero slapping out 
a samba; a lady acrobat in bloomers squeezing her 
generous proportions through a tiny hoop; that 
"Spitfire of Syncopation", Ina Rae Hutton, shaking 
in her slinky lame gown on a dance floor covered 
with balloons and confetti. Clips of a Smith and 
Dale sketch, of W.C. Fields' "Billiard Player" 
routine, and a montage of acts from the Sullivan 
show are highlights of the later archival material. 

These historical documents are intercut with 
contemporary filmed interviews with several 
surviving performers who reminisce about their 
experiences on the vaudeville circuits. As a group 
they show remarkable spirit and a tough realism 
about their lives, not the sentimental nostalgic 
good-ole-days reflection that one might expect 
under the circumstances of faded glory. These 
people are fun: Carl Slover, a midget who stands 
up before the camera quipping, "Can you still see 
me all right, everyone?"; Dick Bruno, a 
ventriloquist who uses his "dummy" to conduct 
the interview; Fields and Cook, a dance team who 
comically try to remember one of their old song
and-dance routines; Leroy Watts, a black hoofer 
who taps out a sitting dance on a slab of plywood 
propped under his chair. These people are 
vaudeville. They are natural entertainers who 
evidently still love to perform their talents despite 
their age and some infirmities. 

Skillful editing by Lippe (and assistant Andy 
Malcolm) enhances the inherent humor of the 
archival footage and the humanity of the old 
performers. Dissolves link old photographs of the 
entertainers in their heyday with their present 
situations, not exactly a new technique but an 
affecting one in context. Lippe wisely keeps such 
moments brief to avoid oversentimentalizing the 
contrast of past and present. The most striking 
sequences are the montages that freely cut from 
between the old routines and the re-creation of 
those acts by the interviewees. For instance, when 
dancers Fields and Cook are trying to remember 
one of their numbers, their rehearsal leads into a 
mock argument which Lippe brilliantly intercuts 
with an old clip of two comedians in a slapstick 
routine. Vaudeville is inextricable from the lives of 
these characters. Such association reinforces 
Lippe's subtext of the enduring qualities of true 
entertainment. As a fine performer himself (a 
juggler and jokester), Lippe is sensitive to the 
continuity of the routines; he keeps the editing 
crisp, without overly disrupting or fragmenting the 
acts he selects. 

He employs imaginative sound overlap to link 
the past and present. One example stands out: Joe 

Smith (of Smith and Dale) remembers getting his 
first agent, who was able to book his act into a 
rigorous 52-week touring schedule; as he recites 
the long list of cities in that tour, Lippe shows a 
primitive clip of an amazing acrobatic act. 
Through this juxtaposition one can sense what life 
on the road must be like-the dizzying acrobatics 
are a perfect metaphor for the whirlwind activity 
of theatrical trouping. The film is best when these 
voices and images coalesce, without the intrusion 
of a narrator. Although the voice-over narration is 
kept to a minimum, mainly to provide the 
historical continuity, the interviewees should be 
allowed more room for commentary. 

The narration issue brings us around to the 
main criticism of the film, one that is actually a 
backhanded compliment: the film is too short. 
Vaudeville acts are supposed to be short and 
snappy, I know, but the value and quality of 
Lippe's filmmaking talents and research along with 
the worthiness of the subject matter demand more 
coverage. Lippe's stated purpose to preserve the 
remaining oral tradition of this dying breed of 
performers (several of the people he wanted to 

· include died before he could secure funding for the 
film) would be better fulfilled with a longer 
production. We barely get to individualize the ten 
or so interviewees before the curtain comes down 
on their last act. If Tosca's Kiss, a similar 
documentary on aging opera singers, can be a 
successful full-length feature, why can't our own 
American entertainment heritage not command 
similar interest and attention? Broadway Danny 
Rose, Woody Allen's look at a variety act agent, 
was one of his most successful films in quite some 
time. After working six years on the film, Lippe 
must have collected much information about the 
fascinating topics he teasingly introduces-the all
midget vaudeville; the black vaudeville circuit, etc. 
More time would also allow more in-depth 
interviews; these people are intriguing and have 
much more to share with us. 

This complaint is made not to belittle Lippe's 
contribution to the preservation of this important 
phase of our cultural heritage in his creation of an 
outstanding film, but to lament the limitations of 
time, money, and support that prevent such a 
worthwhile project from getting the attention it 
deserves. When I first saw The History of 
Vaudeville at a Popular Culture Association 
conference, the response was overwhelmingly 
positive; many people in the audience were 
pleasantly reminded of their own adventures at 
such vaudeville remnants as tentshow traveling 
entertainments; and others were introduced to a 
lively world of theater. There should be an 
audience out there ready to appreciate the 
resilience of vaudeville, which always prided itself 
o~ having something to entertain everyone. Lippe 
might well adapt a standard vaudeville joke: Take 
my film, please. 

For information, contact Stewart Lippe, Coast to 
Coast Films, Inc., 1506 S. DeSoto St., Tampa, FL 
33606 

Carol Ward is Assistant Professor of English at 
Clemson University in Clemson, South Carolina. 

Atlanta Film and Video Festival 
May 14-18, 1986 

The lOth Atlanta Film and Video Festival 
presented by IMAGE Film/Video Center and 
The High Museum of Art will include 
screenings of 1986 Video and Film Award 
Winners, the best works from the last nine 
years of AFVF and a seminar on directing 
feature films. 

For information, contact IMAGE 
Film/Video Center, 972 Peachtree Street, 
Suite 213, Atlanta, Georgia 30309, 
404/874-4756. 
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Southern Circuit '86 

Raleigh Montgomery Atlanta Whitesburg Columbia New Orleans 
NC AL GA KY sc LA 

NC State Capri Community High Museum & APPALSHOP Bijou Theatre & Contemporary 
Univ. Film Society Inc. IMAGE Film! Univ. ofSC Arts Center 

Video Center 

Billy Woodberry Feb. 19 Feb. 20 Feb. 21 Feb. 24 Feb. 25 Feb. 26 

Steven J. Ross Mar. 12 Mar. 13 Mar. 14 Mar. 17 Mar. 18 Mar. 19 --
Caroline &t Frank Mouris Apr. 2 Apr. 3 Apr. 4 Apr. 7 Apr. 8 Apr. 9 

Anthony Slone Sept. 10 Sept. 11 Sept. 12 Sept. 15 Sept. 16 Sept. 17 

John Sanborn with Oct. 8 Oct. 5 Oct. 3 Sept. 29 Oct. 1 Oct. 6 
Mary Perillo 

Blaine Dunlap Oct.23 Oct.28 Oct.25 Oct. 20 Oct. 27 Oct. 29 

The 1986 Southern Circuit tour of independent dedicated to country music. The film is a ballad to 
film/video artists through the South is an exciting the Appalachian family and the spirited musical 
opportunity for audiences to see the most current foundation passed from generation to generation. 
award-winning independent film/video and meet Appearances by great country musicians include 
the directors, who screen and diseuss each - l'he-Red Clar Ramblers-and The Griffin Family. 
program presented in Raleigh, NC; Columbia, SC; 
Atlanta, GA; Montgomery, AL; New Orleans, LA; 
and Whitesburg, KY. 

The 1986 Southern Circuit is a rich blend of 
diverse independent styles beginning with the 
appearances of three artists in the spring. In 
February, Billy Woodberry screened his featu ·e 
narrative, Bless Their Little Hearts, which wo 1 

First Prize at the 1984 Berlin Film Festival, one of 
the most prestigious film festivals in the world. 
Bless Their Little Hearts is the story of a proud 
black working-class family in Watts, California, 
who represent the dilemmas, dignity, and unity 
within the working-class American family. Charlie, 
a conservative man in his mid-thirties and a 
product of the rural South, has lost the security of 
a steady job and must struggle to reaffirm his 
position as father and husband. Andais, a hard
working, patient woman is heading towards an 
emotional explosion as the bitter reality sinks in 
that she is the head of the family. 

In March, Steven J. Ross presented his feature 
film, The Old Forest, a faithful adaptation of the 
short story by southern writer Peter Taylor. Ross' 
film was shot in Memphis and narrated by Taylor. 
It is the life of Southerners in 1937, in Memphis, 
particularly the lives of the upper middle-class and 
the independent working-class women of the time, 
and an intrigue that develops between a young 
man and woman of different classes. 

In April, Academy Award Winners, Caroline 
and Frank Mouris presented an exuberant 
collection of clever, humorous short films such as 
La La, Making It In L.A., a funny, tender look at 
Hollywood hopefuls who share their lowdown on 
making it big in L.A. and at the same time, reveal 
an undying faith in themselves and the star 
system. Screentest is a collage of Frank Mouris 
and friends costuming and photographing their 
own bizarre fantasy autobiographies. 

In September, Anthony Slone presents Sunny 
Side Of Life, a joyous portrait of the Carter 
Family of southwestern Virginia who established 
the Carter Family Fold, a weekly musical revue 

In early October, John Sanborn will be featured 
with Sister Suzie Cinema, a Do-Wopp video opera 
fantasy ilbout the movies starring the a cappella 
group, 14 KARAT SOUL, which was recently 
produced for the innovative PBS series· Alive From 
Off Center. Sanborn directed Music Word Fire 
And I Would Do It Again: The Lessons, the first 
episode of a video opera for television titled 
Perfect Lives and written by Robert Ashley, a 
leader in avant-garde music. Sanborn's award
winning videos have been shown internationally 
and have been broadcast on The Twyla Tharp 
Scrapbook, The David Letterman Show, and 
Nightflight. 

In late October, Blaine Dunlap will present his 
video, film and audio productions blending humor 
and homegrown insights into portraits of 
Southerners that are a serendipitous adventure 
along the country backroads. In Raw Mash, a 
moonshiner Hamper McBee tells tall tales and 
sings ballards as he transforms raw mash into 
Christmas Whiskey. Blaine Dunlap and Sol Korine 
in association with the Tennessee Folklore Society 
produced Southbound for PBS, a ten-part 
documentary journey through the roots of 
southern music. 

LOCAL SPONSORS 
Raleigh, NC: North Carolina State University 

Student Center 919/737/2451; Montgomery, AL: 
Capri Community Film Society 205/262/4858 and 
the Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts; Atlanta, 
GA: High Museum of Art and IMAGE Film/Video 
Center 404/874/4756; Whitesburg, KY: 
APPALSHOP 606/633/0108; Columbia, SC: The 
Bijou Theater in The Bazaar at Five Points and 
University of South Carolina Media Arts 
Department 803/777 /6812; and New Orleans, LA: 
Contemporary Arts Center 504/52311216 and the 
Louisiana Division of the Arts. 

For information about The Southern Circuit, 
contact the South Carolina Arts Commission 
Media Arts Center, 1800 Gervais Street, 
Columbia, SC 29201, 803/758-7942. 

Independent Spirit 

A still from Billy Woodberry's feature film BLESS THEIR 
UTTLE HEARTS. Kaycee Moore as Andais Banks. 

A still from Steven/. Ross' feature film THE OLD FOREST. 
Peter White (right) as Nat Ramsey and Bennett Wood (left) 
as Jack Ramsey (Nat's father). 

A still from Caroline IDIIl Frrmk Mouris' llftimllfed film 
FRANK FILM. 
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CPB And Independents 
Blaine Dunlap 

As many of you may have noticed, there is less 
and less work by independent producers on PBS 
these days. I am no longer surprised to hear my 
friends speak of PBS carriage as a thing of the 
past; too fraught with sturm and drang to deal 
with anymore. Many cite PBS's remarkable policy 
of not paying for programs, of refusing to invest 
even modest funds for publicity, and restrictive 
editorial attitudes as being primary reasons for 
disenchantment. 

Recently, I became aware of efforts of the 
Coalition of Independent Public Broadcasting 
Producers, a diverse group of folks representing 
independents from many parts of the country who 
are re-entering the breach to demand that the 
powers-that-be of National Public Broadcasting 
live up to their congressional mandate of inviting 
and supporting participation by the independent 
community. 

The Program Fund staff of the Corporation for 
Public Broadcasting had agreed to hold meetings 
several times each year with members of the 
Coalition. (The Program Fund, as you will 
remember, is that branch of the CPB that funds 
programs for PBS, the most pertinent to 
independents being the open solicitation panels.) 
At the most recent meeting this last August, I 
went along as well. 

(A note about myself: from 1977-1983, Sol 
Korine and I had a number of pieces on PBS: 
specials, segments of series (Non-Fiction 
Television, Matters Of Life And Death) as well as 
our own ten-part series on southern music, 
Southbound. I am on the board of IMAGE 
Film/Video Center in Atlanta, and a Coalition 
member.) 

The evening before the meeting, the Coalition 
caucused and decided our agenda: 'step-up' funds, 
acquisition policy, promotional funds, new series 
formats for independent work, and minority 
programming. Independent reps in attendance 
came from Boston, L.A., San Francisco, NYC, 
ana The Native American Consortium 
headquartered in Lincoln, Nebraska. The Coalition 
was more or less run by the capable Larry Sapadin 
of the Association of Independent Film/Video 
Makers (AIVF). 

Next morning, we all came together in a large 
room in the CPB headquarters which was amply 
supplied with several urns of coffee, sharp pencils, 
and reasonably good doughnuts. Several junior 
CPB staffers were attempting to hook up tape 
recording equipment which kept emitting various 
growls and whines. CPB had thoughtfully asked 
eight PTV (Public Television) station programming 
managers who were in town on other PBS 
business to attend our meeting, and Suzanne Weil, 
Senior VP for Programming at PBS decided to be 
there as well. After a little snarling back and forth 
between Ron Hull, head of the Program Fund, and 
Larry Sapadin over agenda, we dug in on the 
following topics. 

STEP UPS- Until recently, PBS had a policy of 
footing the bill for the final details of preparing a 
tape or film for national air: film-to-tape transfers, 
dubs of videos, editing on logos, etc. As the 
discussion developed, we found ourselves to have 
a number of allies among the station people who 
were as dismayed as we were that these funds had 
been discontinued. This proved a pet theory of.. 
mine: SMALL PTV STATIONS HAVE TO DEAL 
WITH PBS THE SAME WAY THAT INDIES DO. 
If a local PTV station in Spokane or Montgomery 
or Phoenix has a show they would like to send 
down the network, they have to make the same 
phone-calls, listen to the same bull, and endure the 
same humiliation as any independent. 

Suzanne Weil, to her apparent surprise, was put 
on the spot, and finally agreed to try to figure out 
how to reinstate step-ups. 

AQUISITION PAYMENT- As long as anyone 
can remember, the main complaint indies have had 
about PBS is that they didn't want to pay for 
programming, even shows for air in prime-time 
'core' slots. In the past (before Reagan and 
Gramm-Rudman) when stations had more money, 
it didn't hurt them nearly as much to 'give' a show 
to PBS for national carriage as the station 
producers/technicians had presumably been taken 
care of from the general operating feedbag that got 
the show made in the first place. Independent 
work, however, had always been squeezed out 
from a patchwork of grant money, in-kind favors, 
and personal small-change. 

In a remarkable moment of candor, which I can 
only attribute as a play to gain the sympathies of 
the attendant station people, Suzanne Weil 
admitted that PBS was the only game in town for 
independents, and it was her job to get us "over a 
barrel" and extort the cheapest price possible. It 
seemed to me that the station folks were a little 
embarrassed. There was an odd silence in the 
room until she admitted that some sort of "non
humiliating minimum" might be possible in the 
future. 

PROMOTIONAL FUND- Everyone at the 
meeting agreed that it was stupid to spend a lot of 
time and CPB's money making a show and have it 
go down the line like Halley's comet (if you aren't 
standing in the backyard at the right time of 
night ... ) The answer is promotion, and to those 
ends, the Coalition had done a lot of work in 
previous meetings convincing the CPB to support 
PR grants in the $3,500 to $6,000 range. Ron Hull 
(Director of the CPB Program Fund) agreed to let 
Independents (or stations) match the money 
themselves (rather than having to have some kind 
of cash match from another source) which is a real 
step forward, as indies seldom have a problem 
with matching. The bad part of the good news 
was that Hull said that the money would come 
from a 10 percent rake-off from the Open 
Solicitation rounds, establishing a Peter and Paul 
situation which will simply mean that much less 
for production. 

NEW FORMATS- Everyone at the meeting 
seemed to feel that the anthology series (Matter of 
Life and Death, Crisis To Crisis) .had never. found 
its audience, and that substantially: fresh thinking 
was needed to format Independent work. The 
Coalition, acting on an initiative from the 
California Coalition of Independent Producers, 
proposed setting up a working group to explore 
topics for a short, four or five part 'CLUSTER 
SERIES.' This idea was generally shot down by 
CPB staffers in a sort of turf response, ("We don't 
want anybody telling us what to do.") 

I can report, however, that at a subsequent 
meeting of the Coalition and the Program Fund in 
December, Ron Hull invited the Coalition to play 
an active part in planning shows for a new series 
that the CPB dreamed up called The American 
Experience Initiative. This series would focus on 
American art, history, and literature and would 
coincide with the bicentennial of the Constitution. 

The Coalition consensus was to develop its own 
series proposal which would: a) Key into the CPB 

idea, b) would take particular advantage of the 
unique perception of independents, and c) have 
advance station input. 

MINORITY PROGRAMMING- The Coalition 
brought to the CPB's attention a very disingenuous 
practice it was engaging in of statistically referring 
to programs dealing with Third World nations as 
minority programming. Shows about Central 
America, or women in modem mainland China 
are not programs about minority subjects, even by 
their own professed definition. The CPB flatly 
denied this practice, but our subsequent 
examination of the May 1985 Program Fund 
Report told another story. In Texas, where I am 
from, this is called 'cooking the books,' and 
considered dishonest. I presume our little whistle 
blowing will have reforming impact. 

After the meeting was over, members of the 
Coalition meandered around D.C. meeting with 
concerned congressional aides and giving small 
interviews to various deep-insider trade magazines. 

CONCLUSION- I left Washington feeling that 
PBS needs us more than ever, but we have several 
important steps ahead if any progress is going to 
be made .. 
1. A key problem we face when trying to build 

our case (independent work is vital, creative, 
original, broad-based, an economic marvel, etc.) 
is simply that nobody seems to know exactly 
what independent work is. If Mom and Dad 
and their elected representatives and I knew 
what we were doing, we'd have a hell of a lot 
better chance of being heard. To those ends I 
would propose an idea that is shared by many, 
to form a National Independent Registry. When 
one finished a tape or film, one would apply 
for registration (say to the AIVF). You would 
get a number and agree to put a logo on the 
end of your piece that said something like 
American Independent Media Production 
Number 12345. This would start to form a 
visual identity in viewer's minds when those 
little logos started poppiJ\g up on fjlm and 
video screens, and would also give us some 
hard facts and figures as to the scope of 
independent work in this country. 

2. Southern Producers must get more organized. If 
we are ever going to have any significant input 
to the national picture, say, in the formation of 
this new Independent Series, we have got to 
have our own coalition, just the way indy 
producers do in California and New York. 
I know a lot of you have probably given up on 

PBS, but in my opinion they need us now more 
than ever. If"any of you reading this have ideas or 
concerns about PBS, the formation of a Southern 
Independent Public Television Producers Coalition, 
or have work you would like to run on the 
network, please write me in care of The · 
Independent, or at IMAGE, Film/Video Center 972 
Peachtree St., Suite 213, Atlanta, GA 30309. 

For more information contact The National 
Coalition of Independent Public Broadcasting 
Producers, 625 Broadway, 9th Floor, New York, 
NY 10012. 212/473-3400. <' 

Blaine Dunlap lives in Atlanta where he makes 
tapes and films. His work has been widely seen 
on PBS, and he is a Guggenheim Fellow. 
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Comments 
Works In Progress 

Paty Bustamante 

Jan Millsapps - Columbia, SC 
Jan is now in the process of shooting her latest 

film project, Fish Story, a 15 minute animation. 
The first scene of the film has been shot and it 
happens mostly underwater, which is a new 
production experience for Jan. "It was very 
different working underwater mainly because I am 
used to being in control of what is being shot. 
Since I don't swim, this time I couldn't even look 
through the camera and I had to trust somebody 
else to get my vision of the action. That was very 
frustrating, but it worked very well and what 
helped was the process of communicating and 
discussing the shoot in detail with the crew." An 
underwater fantasy environment was created for 
the scene by adding brightly colored artificial 
plants to the somewhat monotone greens and 
browns of the natural pond. "It looks very 
interesting; it is not the typical crystal clear blue 
water footage, this is a much more threatening 
environment because you can't see things clearly 
until they are right in front of the camera. I like 
the way it looks and how the footage progresses 
from the sky into the water and through the 
foliage and back up to the sky again." In the 
introductory scene, a woman dives into the water 
and swims through the fantasy environment as if 
searching for something. Finally, she finds a white 
package which she brings out of the water. The 
woman opens the package and finds a baby inside. 
That is the starting point of a series of encounters 
between the woman and the baby in a variety of 
fantastic unnatural settings. Most of the action will 
be live-action but the special effects for the fantasy 
environments will be animated. ''There is a series 
of confrontations between the woman, baby, and 
men. This film is about the ambivalence women 
have towards having babies, families and the more 
traditional commitments. This woman goes to all 
these extreme environments to avoid facing the 
issue, but she keeps facing it in the most fantastic 
ways. The film is called Fish Story because at the 
end she returns to the water and becomes a fish, 
which is a way of saying that she is becoming part 
of her environment." Bruce Lane was the 
underwater cinematographer with Marian Laney 
assisting. Carl Copeland designed the underwater 
set and Janice Hawkins, a seasoned diver, did the 
swimming. Fish Story is funded in part by a South 
Carolina Arts Commission Individual Artist Grant. 
For more information contact Jan at the 
Department of Media Arts, College of Applied 
Professional Sciences, University of South 
Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208. 

Minuca Villaverde -- Miami, FL. 
Minuca has recently begun production of Una 

Tarde de Tejo- An Afternoon of Tejo, a 30 
minute video documentary about one aspect of the 
Colombian community living in Miami. "I am 
working with Hugo Sabojal, who is a Colombian 
and a reporter at the Miami Herald. Previously, 
he had worked as a filmmaker with the BBC and 
became very interested in my film Tent City, 
which deals with the life of the Marielitos from the 
Cuban boat-lift. We decided to get together and 
work on a series about the Latins in Miami. I am 
interested in collecting and documenting the Latin 
American process in Miami. Una Tarde de T ejo is 
only the beginning and the rest of the project is 

A production still from /an Millsapps ' film FISH STORY. Mark Spagnolo (left), soundman; fan Millsapps (front center) , director; 
Bruce Lane (right) , cameraman; and Janice Hawkins (center), swimmer. (Photo by Julia Fischer.) 

dependent on it, in terms of future funding." The 
video portrays a group of Colombian families who 
get together on weekends and play tejo. Tejo is 
the modem version of a game inherited from the 
Chibcha Indians of Colombia. The Tejo field is 
lined with clay which is covered with 10 to 12 
pieces of wood 4" in diameter. On each piece of 
wood the ''bocin" or gunpowder is placed. The 
tejo itself is a piece of solid iron in the shape of a 
truncated cone and weighs from 1 to 5 pounds. 
From within a certain limit, the player throws the 
tejo like a slow-pitch softball and tries to hit the 
gunpowder, which explodes. There are two teams 
and the one that hits the most or the closest to the 
gunpowder wins. As the afternoon proceeds 
several games are played, and meanwhile, the 
players and their families are eating, drinking, and 
betting, not money, but food. At the conclusion of 
the evening the losers have to pay the food bill. 
By following the natural progression of the game, 
and through a series of interviews with the 
participants, the documentary will attempt to 
depict the underlying social and cultural 
significance of such a gathering, and to explain the 
importance of a transplanted tradition to a 
transplanted people. 'We became interested in this 
group because it was like a piece of Colombia in 
the middle of Miami. Everything is decorated with 
the Colombian colors, their flags, music and food. 
It is a very nice and pleasant community affair, 
not sophisticated, just simple people enjoying some 
time together. This has nothing to do with the 
sordid media image of the Colombian and drug 
traffic. These are everyday people who work, play 
and live their lives like any other American, 
except they maintain certain cultural 
idiosyncracies." Minuca has, in the past, worked 
extensively in experimental film, and this is one of 
her first attempts at video production. She hopes 
she will be able to continue her project of 

. documenting different Latin groups in her 

community. For more information on this and 
other projects contact Minuca at 417 S.W. 11th 
Ave., Miami, FL 33130. 

George King -- Atlanta, GA 
George is at the early stages of production of a 

three part, 30 minute radio series titled Word of 
Mouth. This will be an attempt to assess .the oral 
tradition in the United States with particular 
reference to the South. ''The plan is to use the 
series as a way of chronicling the existing oral 
forms, and that will range from very traditional 
forms to more contemporary. It might include 
people who don't necessarily perceive themselves 
as artists: the storytellers who are the carriers of 
many of those lores and traditions." Included also 
may be performers, such as Robin Williams and 
Spalding Gray or the author Studs Terkel, who 
are not considered traditional storytellers, yet are 
working within the oral medium. For example, 
Spalding Gray uses a series of performance 
monologues based on his family history and 
derived from stories told by family members. On 
the other hand and in a broader aspect, Studs 
Terkel has for many years been compiling the 
stories and memories of Americans on different 
significant historical events. "It will be interesting 
to see the range and diversity, because it is 
obviously the most accessible communicative 
form." The series will focus primarily on narrative 
work and the analysis of the oral tradition in an 
historical context. Part of the process will involve 
gathering large amounts of material from all over 
the region, and highlighting those of particular 
interest or amenity. Word of Mouth is scheduled 
to air in June 1986. In order to encourage local 
participation, the broadcast will hopefully include 
a phone-in component where the listener is able to 
ask questions and have them answered by a 
subject specialist at the studio. "The idea is to 
_excite people to some of the things they may have 
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forgotten or disregarded and encourage them to 
get involved in their own family stories. We are 
taking a look at technology, television and 
microcomputers, and the way people's leisure time 
has changed in the past 30 years. Is that changing 
stories? Who tells them? And ultimately, how is 
the culture changing?" Word of Mouth is 
sponsored by WRFG radio in Atlanta, and it will 
be broadcast throughout the southeast region. This 
project has been funded in part by the Georgia 
and South Carolina Humanities Councils and four 
additional Humanities Councils in the Southeast. 
For further information contact George King at 
491 Seminole Ave. N.E. Apt. 23, Atlanta, GA 
30307. 

Richard Ward-- Durham, NC 
Remembering the Ancestors is a twenty minute 

video production based on research done by 
Elizabeth Fenn, a graduate student at Yale. Two 
summers ago, Fenn did a photographic study of 
black cemetaries in North Carolina and discovered 
that many of the hand-made grave decorations 
had a striking resemblance to patterns of 
Congolese religious significance. "That is our 
starting point. We are using Elizabeth Penn's slides 
to talk about these symbols and we have added 
interviews with people from small black 
congregational churches in rural North Carolina." 
The video will attempt to unearth the origin of 
these traditions and what significance they have 
today. On the whole, this project is an 
observation of religion and other aspects of 
African culture brought over by the slaves of the 
19th Century, and how they have been absorbed 
and become the heritage of contemporary Black 
America. The interviews will be shot and 
completed, then extensive studio work will follow 
to combine graphics and voiceovers explaini!tg and 
describing the Congolese symbolism. Early in 
1986, Richard plans to hold screenings and 
seminars to get some feedback before the final 
release is completed. "We generally like to exhibit 
our work with some sort of discussion wrapped 
around it. It is an ideal situation for an interested 
Public TV station: they have a twenty-minute 
highlight piece with ten minutes of discussion, to 
produce a thirty-minute broadcast." Remembering 
the Ancestors will be part of a video series dealing 
with issues of the Afro-American culture. Two of 
the video productions have been completed in past 
years. The Image of the Black in Western Art and 
The Afro-American Tradition in the Decorative 
Arts will be reworked and screened with the 
present production. In the coming years a fourth 
complementary piece will be added to the series. 

Eventually, Richard hopes that the series will be 
distributed for classroom use. "There is a huge 
lack of good educational material about African 
culture and especially about Afro-American 
culture." This project was funded by the North 
Carolina Humanities Committee, with additional 
funding from the North Carolina Arts Council, the 
Mary l>uke Biddle Foundation, and several private 
sources. For additional information, contact North 
State Public Video, P.O. Box 3398, Durham, NC 
27702. 

Tom Rankin -- Atlanta, GA 
Tom Rankin and Barry Dornfeld are currently 

working on Powerhouse of God, an hour long, 
16mm color documentary, featuring the Fellowship 
Independent Baptist Church in Stanley, Virginia 
and their preacher Reverend John Sherfy. Jeff T. 
Titon, director of the project and Professor of 
English and Ethnomusicology at Tufts University, 
has been working with Reverend Sherfy since 1976. 
"Powerhouse of God will strive to show the full 
range of speech, chant, and song of this folk 
Protestant congregation. Working-class men and 
women, the ~orshippers have preserved much of 
their mountain farming ancestors' pre-industrial 
religious folklife. Work, family, and religion are at 
the center of their lives. At the center of their 
religion is the performance of sacred language, 
which they invest with the power to change 
things. The film is organized around the worship 
service, as it progresses through its different parts. 
Interviews with John Sherfy and other church 
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members will be used to explain and interpret the 
sacred language and practice. Folk hymnody, 
preaching, prayer, and testimony are all language 
genres of religious folk art, and the film will 
concentrate on their performance in context. In 
addition, the film will move from the worship 
services to scenes highlighting themes of food and 
family that are so important to this congregation's 
sense of community. Rejecting the sociological 
portrait of Appalachian mountain religion as a 
spectacle resulting from economic deprivation, the 
film will guide the viewer toward understanding 
these peoples' purposeful use of inherited 
tradition." The production of the film was begun 
in September 1985, to continue through 
November. Additional footage will be shot in the 
summer of 1986, which will include the annual 
homecoming service and dinner-on-the-grounds. 
"We have consciously tried to keep shooting 
situations simple, and to use a bare-bones crew to 
limit the degree of intrusion. For church services, 
we often use two cameras, with Dornfeld and me 
as cameramen." Powerhouse of God is funded in 
part by the National Endowment for the Arts Folk 
Arts Program, the Virginia Foundation for the 
Humanites, and Tufts University. For more 
information on completion date, distribution, etc. 
contact Tom Rankin, 556 Grant Street, SE, 
Atlanta, GA 30312. 

Paty Bustamante is an independent animator 
in Columbia, South Carolina. 

A production still from Tom Rankin's film POWERHOUSE OF GOD. Reverend John Sherfy signs a hymn at Fellowship Indepen
dent Baptist Church in Stanley, Virginia. (Photo by Jeff Titon.) 

Open Call To Southeastern Audio Independents 
The South Carolina Arts Commission Media 

Arts Center is planning to develop new resources 
and programs in the area of independent audio 
production. To meet the growing need of regional 
artists working in audio, radio, and experimental 
sound, the Center plans to provide new audio 
equipment, conduct workshops, and develop an 
audio studio for independent access. 

To better meet the needs of audio producers, 
and in order to give greater exposure to their 
projects, the Center is asking all independents 
involved with audio, radio, and sound works to 

INDEPENDENT SPIRIT is published by the 
South Carolina Arts Commission Media Arts 
Center with support from the National 
Endowment for the Arts and is distributed free 
of charge to media producers and consumers 
and other interested individuals and 
organizations, most of whom are located in the 
Southeast. Contributions pertaining to the 
INDEPENDENT SPIRIT or to the independent 
media community are welcome. All 
correspondence should be addressed to 

' ~ " ~ . 
- • • • t o.- .. • .; ~ .... .# ~ • " • " • • .. ' 

contact us. Let us hear about your projects so that 
we can review and feature them in the 
Independent Spirit. We would like to promote 
funding for works, and to develop audiences for 
the audio arts. 

We'd also like to know what equipment and 
resources you now have - so that we might share 
this information with others - your successes, 
and your working problems. Let us know what 
equipment and resources you'd like to see us 
develop, and possible workshop areas we could 

INDEPENDENT SPIRIT, South Carolina Arts 
Commission, 1800 Gervais Street, Columbia, 
SC 29201. The viewpoints expressed in this 
issue do not necessarily reflect the opinions of 
the South Carolina Arts Commission. 

The South Carolina Arts Commission is a state 
agency which promotes the visual, literary, 
performing and media arts in South Carolina. 
The SCAC Media Arts Center supports media 
artists and media arts in a ten-state southeastern 

address. We'd like to develop a mailing list for 
audio independents, so let us know about other 
audio producers you have contact with as well. 

The Center is planning to conduct a regional 
conference/workshop on audio in 1986, to help 
focus on this art form, and to network and feature 
artists working in the Southeast. We look forward 
to hearing from you. Please contact Michael 
Fleishman, South Carolina Arts Commission 
Media Arts Center, 1800 Gervais Street, 
Columbia, SC 29201, 803/758-7942. 

region, which includes Alabama, Florida, 
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, 
North Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia, as 
well as South Carolina. Both SCAC and 
SCACMAC receive funds from the National 
Endowment for the Arts. 

Editor ........................ Susan Leonard 
Associate Editor ............ Michael Fleishman 
Assistant Editor ................ Audrey Weber 
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